
My personal “panoramic” image of God…  
 

 
 
At our past YAV retreat we were asked to make collages of our personal image(s) 

of God. Of course I have thought about this question over the past 3 years while finishing 
my seminary education, but being out of the seminary context and in Guatemala has 
served as a better context (for me) to reflect on this question personally. So yes, I made 
my collage and I will attempt to explain it here.  

First, my collage is in the shape of a directional compass as you can see from my 
first picture here. This shape represents for me the whole world that God is present in and 
with all the peoples of this world that God is present with. The shape also represents how 
connected we all are with one another and a God that works through our human 
connections to help us see that we are ALL brothers and sisters in this world.  

You can also see here that my collage is on different color papers representing the 
many beautiful colors in this world that God has gifted us with including those found in 
plants, in animals, in people, in traditional Guatemalan textiles, in our foods, etc. If you 
know me you would probably guess that my image of God would be a SUPER colorful 
God!   

 
The horizontal “panoramic” image of God… 
 

 
 
If you look at this horizontal picture of the directional compass, you will see in 

the middle of this directional compass that it says, “36 Arguments for the Existence of 



God” (which is the title of a book apparently). A question that I have wrestled with a lot 
over the past 4 years and that we all may wrestle with at one point in our lives. And then 
having an image of God that allows us to wrestle with that question. The dot-to-dot points 
also represent the connectedness of our human lives to each other and to God.  

Next, I have pictures of beaches at each directional point surrounding the middle. 
These beaches, for one, represent again the connectedness of all of us in this world to 
each other and to God, especially when you are looking out over an ocean and know that 
there is another land on the other side of it! The beaches also represent the peace and 
tranquility that we can find in God and the “sunshine” moments that we have with God 
and that God grants us. But also knowing that the waves (or “olas” in Spanish) of the 
beach can be huge and can destroy and storms in the waters can be deadly… this 
represents those times when we may be upset with God or curse God or may not see the 
good in every situation or when we may be clinging onto God, like a person may be 
clinging onto a boat in chopping waters.  

The pictures surrounding the 4 beach pictures (the beach picture for “south” are 
the FL keys by the way) are pictures of people dancing and singing representing that 
sometimes you just gotta sing and dance in life and feel the joy that is given to us each 
and every day by God; pictures, words, and symbols of peace, which of course represent 
the Peace and Justice that God prompts us to work for in this world; a picture of a person 
wearing a yarmulke representing that God is present in every faith or religion on this 
earth; and words that say “The Hungry Season”, representing that God is present with 
those who are hungry in this world (literally or figuratively).  

The next few pictures represent worldwide where God is present everyday. These 
moments and places include: community; the moments of solace, solitude, and reflection; 
the moments of crisis in our faith; the environment; worldwide; in different countries and 
governments of this world (symbolized by the flags of China and India); in the symbol of 
the cross and what all that represents; in the traveling or wandering moments of life; and 
in the disasters and violence of life; and in “la Paz”!  
 
The vertical “panoramic” image of God… 
  



 
 

The north end of this vertical picture represents God being present with the 
children of this world and especially those children who are suffering or sick. The child 
can also represent looking at the image of God and God’s Kingdom through “child’s 
eyes”.  

The Muslim women represent again God being present in all the faiths and 
religions of this world and with the many women of this world.  

The mountain-top picture represents the creation and nature God has created for 
us and how we are also mandated to be the caretakers of this garden. Also, this picture 
represents the awe of a God that is bigger than us and when on a mountain-top… 
experiencing this awe in full force!  

The corn picture represents God being present in our global economies and in our 
food systems, which I have been learning more about by reading “Omnivore’s Dilemma”, 
by Michael Pollan. (Definitely suggest this book if you want to learn more about where 
the food you eat comes from!) This book, along with the help of a seminary roommate, 
have helped me realize that my image of a “connected” God means also being connected 
to the land and the animals that provide our “daily bread” as our Lord’s prayer states.  
  

The south end of this vertical picture represents God being present in the daily 
struggle for justice in this world. One of the pictures says “South of the Border”, which 



symbolizes God being present in the daily struggles of those migrants coming up through 
our US southern border in search of jobs.  

Another picture (that you can hardly see) is that of the Guatemalan flag, which for 
me represents all that is present here in this country (good and bad) and what people are 
confronted with on a daily basis. People here seeking justice and not finding it in the 
governmental systems, systems that were put in place by the US at the beginning of the 
violence and civil war in this country. Systems that people are still having a hard time 
trusting. A constant search for justice in a beautiful and colorful land!  

The portraits I cut out of the men and women are pictures taken today of some of 
the leaders of the civil rights movement in USA. A movement where God’s justice and 
peace for people was at the center.  

Of course I had to include another dancing picture because sometimes during 
struggles for justice you just gotta dance! And well God is there dancing with ya too!  

And the last picture or words here say: Revelations turn to Revolutions. You can 
take this to mean whatever you want, but for me it helps to remember that any revelation 
I have about God’s image will help me to understand God, humans, this world, this earth, 
and how we are all connected a little bit more and hopefully lead me to begin living little 
revolutions in my own life! 
 
Wrappin it Up… 

As you can see from these pictures and my explanation of my personal image of 
God, I see God as being one that is connected and ever-present in and to this world in so 
many ways! A God that is connected through love! A God that also connects all of us in 
this world helping us all realize we are all on the same journey of life with just different 
paths. A God that gives us space to experience joy and sorrow and a God that gives us 
space to ask the most important questions of life. A God that also allows us to realize that 
we do not experience joy, sorrow, doubt, grief, anger, or peace alone, but that our life 
experiences are interconnected and we are truly never alone because we have a God that 
loves us and a God that is riding every “wave” of life with us. A God that frequently 
allows our little wave to bump up against other people’s little waves for support, love, or 
friendship, which help to create an ocean that is constantly moving and changing! 


